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INF4420 Project Spring 2012 
 

This project counts 40% of your final grade and requires approximately 100 hours workload 
of TWO persons. 

Always assume VDD = 1.2V and T = 27°C, unless otherwise mentioned. Monte Carlo 
simulation is always a plus. 

1. Introdtuction 
You are working in an IC design company and your team is now working on a digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) design. The top level block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The DAC 
consists of a process, supply voltage and temperature (PVT) insensitive current generator, a 
current steering DAC and two output resistors.  

 

 

Figure 1 DAC top level block diagram 

 

1.1 PVT Insensitive Current Generator (Sub-1V Bandgap Voltage Reference) 

Bandgap voltage reference (BGR) is one of the most precise on-chip reference components. 
In a typical CMOS/bipolar process, the temperature behaviors of VBE of BJT transistors and 
VT (thermal voltage) are exactly opposite. VBE decreases (slightly nonlinear) by 
approximately ‒1.5mV/K with temperature while VT increase linearly by +0.085mV/K with 
temperature. Aweighted sum of these two voltages can give a temperature-independent 
reference voltage. Also, as long as the biasing MOS transistors are in saturation region, it is 
insensitive to the rail voltage. The process sensitivity is usually reduced by careful analog 
layout and device sizing (N.B. Trimming or calibration can be used to improve it further). 

Your boss J asked you to design and layout a PVT insensitive current generator using a 
TSMC 90nm low-power (LP) triple-well process. J decides to use the BGR structure of Figure 
11.39 (i.e. Q11.17) in the textbook, since it requies few components and can also function as a 
good current reference. The amplifier will be designed by your colleague later. As a result, an 
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ideal amplifier is given (can be found at: /projects/nano/kurs/INF4420) and you can use it in 
your design. 

Task to be completed: 
i) Hand calculation, schematic design and pre-layout simulation. What kind of resistor(s) do 

you use? Find 1) Tempco from 0°C to 70°C and 2) VDD dependence of your circuit with 
VDD is between 1.2V ± 10%. 

ii) Assume a reset signal is given, how can you design a start-up circuit for the bandgap? 
Just show it with a figure, you do not need to include the start-up circuit in your design. 

iii) Discuss the relationship between the current consumption, the value of the resistors and 
the area. Comment on your choices on this. 

iv) Draw the layout and do post-layout simulations. You need to reserve an area of 10µm × 
10µm for the amplifier and mark it with the text layer. 

v) A table comparing your simulation results and the specified results. 
vi) Comment and justify any differences between your experted and simulation results. 

 

1.2 Current Mirrors 

In addition to the DAC, there are some other components in the chip. Current mirrors are 
usually used to deliver the reference current.   

Tasks to be completed: 
i) Size M1‒M3 so that IREFP ≈ IREFN ≈ 4µA. 
ii) Layout the current mirrors (no load!) and do post-layout simulation. 
iii) Discuss the mismatches between the current mirrors. 

 

 

Figure 2 Example current generator 
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1.3 Layout of a N-Bits CS DAC 

After you finish the current generator and J notices you are sitting inside the office with 
nothing to do. He doesn’t want to waste the manpower and decides to give you more tasks. 

Your colleague K has finished the schematic design of a 4-bits unit-element CS DAC, but he 
just has no time to finish the layout. Of course, J also notices this and askes you to do K a 
favor.  

The schematic of the DAC is shown in Figure 3 and the size of the transistors can be found in 
Table 1. IBIAS = IREFN. At this state, you can generate IBIAS using an ideal current source to 
minimize your simulation time. 

 

 

Figure 3 Example current generator 

 

Transistors W/L (µm/µm) 

MB1B & MB2B 4/1.5 

MS1 & MS2 1/0.1 

Inverter PMOS 0.5/0.1 

Inverter NMOS 0.2/0.1 

Table 1 Sizing of the transistors 

 

Task to be completed: 
i) Find the value of the output resistors. What kind of resistors should you use? 
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ii) Draw the schematic and do pre-layout simulations. 
iii) Layout (including MB1A and MB2A) and do post-layout simulations. 
iv) Find INL, DNL, output peak voltage, area, current consumption, max glitch and other 

parameters you consider important… Summarize them in a table. 
v) Comment and justify any differences between pre-layout and post-layout simulation 

results. 
vi) Discuss possible ways to improve the DAC performance. 
vii) Combine your current generator and DAC and show the whole system works. 
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2. Assignments 
* Notice that the workload in this project is intended for groups consisting of two students!!! * 

Assignment 1: Due 17 Feb 2012 

1) Hand in a short induction of the current generator. 
2) Finish the schematic and pre-layout simulation of the current generator. 

Assignment 2: Due 16 Mar 2012 

1) Finish all the tasks in section 1.1 and 1.2 and demonstrate your works. 

Assignment 3: Due 20 Apr 2012 

1) Finish all the tasks in section 1.3 and demonstrate your works. 

Final report due 27 Apr 2012 

 

 

3. Report requirements 
The length of the report body (i.e. excluding index and appendix etc.) is limited to 10 pages 
with font size of minimum 10, unimportant content should be put in the appendix. Single 
column format! The report may be written with the text editor of your choice, but it must be 
well organized and easy to read. All central aspects of the project must be supplied by 
relevant figures and plots. Plots of all the schematics and the layout, with clearly visible 
parameters such as dimensions, must be included. References that you may have used in the 
project must also be included. All schematics and layouts must be made available for 
inspection, with the exact directory path specified in your final report. Everything must be 
understandable just from reading the final report. 

Some tips: 
- Don’t trust the simulators! Do some hand calculations, or at least predict the results before 

you do simulations. Simulations without any thinking will only give you doubts, not 
answers. 

- Try to use top-down design approach. 
- If you find problems on your layout, correct them as early as possible! 
- Record all the reasons and statements to support your decisions. Trial and error approach 

will not make J happy. K will also be angry because you ruin his chance of promotion. 
- Monte-Carlo and post-layout simulations are always time-demending, be aware! 
**  Make sure you have think throughly and carefully before you come to us.  
 

 Good luck and enjoy!  


